
Ergotron, Inc. is a global design and manufacturing leader of leading digital display mounting, furniture, and 

mobility products that have been improving the human interface with digital displays for 35 years. This 

history of innovation and passion for differentiation is evidenced in over 192 patents and a growing portfolio 

of award winning brands— WorkFit®, LearnFit®, StyleView®, TeachWell®, Neo-Flex®, Anthro and 

OmniMount®—for computer monitors, notebooks, tablets, flat panel displays and TVs. Ergotron's products 

incorporate patented CF™ lift and pivot motion technology to achieve less effort and more ergonomic 

motion for a healthier and more interactive user experience when viewing any digital display. Whether to 

enhance computing wellness or entertainment excitement to improve workplace productivity, or create 

business process efficiencies, Ergotron's products are positioning your digital world. Ergotron is 

headquartered in Saint Paul, Minnesota, with global sales presence in North America, Europe and Asia 

Pacific. 

FOR OUR EMEA HEADQUARTERS WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR A: 

The position 

Primary functions of this position in a small Customer Service team environment are to act as liaison 

between customers, Manufacturing, sales managers, distributors and internal departments to ensure 

customer expectations are exceeded. Depending on department needs and workload, main tasks are to 

obtain and relay information to sales and customers concerning order status. Receiving a variety of 

telephone calls, e-mails and online chats from customers and internal departments for which responsibilities 

include (but are not limited to) receiving, processing, and confirming product orders, assisting customers 

with assembly instructions, providing shipping information, resolving billing questions and troubleshooting 

product problems by phone and recording main interactions in ERP systems 

Responsibilities 

 Meet call quality and service level expectations for all incoming activity via the global phone system.

 Provide product and technical support to customers as tier one support; escalate to tech support as

needed for customer issue resolution.

 Process and check orders from distribution customers ensuring proper lead times, customer

information, accurate pricing, discounts, extra charges and special instructions are documented.
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Provide information on product availability and pricing, shipment tracing, updated order status and 

delivery information. 

 Partner with Operations when necessary on proper lead times, logistic queries and product 

avalability. 

 Report, research and start corrective action for problems and complaints received from customers, 

partners or sales reps. Create Service Requests and NCR for tracking and issue resolution. 

 Issue Return Material Authorizations to customers within the guidelines of the RMA policy. Follow-up 

on outstanding RMA’s. 

 Assist Accounts Receivables on invoicing problems and resolution of customer issues. 

 

 

Requirements  

 Proficient in speaking, writing and reading English is a must. 

 Proficient in speaking, writing and reading German and/or Dutch is a pre. 

 MBO / HBO level of thinking. 

 One to two years of customer service experience required. 

 Proficient in Microsoft Office. 

 Ability to multi-task required. 

 Oracle & SalesForce experience preferred 

 

Interested? 

Would you be interested to work in an international environment in a dynamic company with an informal 

culture and products that promote a healthier work environment? Then apply now via Indeed: 

 

https://www.indeed.nl/vacature-

bekijken?t=sales+support+representative+german+or+dutch+speaking&jk=ea85f5a9a431603f&_ga=2.10709

0178.1017754892.1535618284-1556588588.1503672859  

 

 


